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ABSTRACT
Calculating dipole moments with high-order basis sets is generally only possible for the light molecules, such as water. A simple, yet highly
effective strategy of obtaining high-order dipoles with small, computationally less expensive basis sets is described. Using the finite field
method for computing dipoles, energies calculated with small basis sets can be extrapolated to produce dipoles that are comparable to those
obtained in high order calculations. The method reduces computational resources by approximately 50% (allowing the calculation of reliable
dipole moments for larger molecules) and simultaneously improves the agreement with experimentally measured infrared transition intensi-
ties. For atmospherically important molecules, which are typically too large to consider the use of large basis sets, this procedure will provide
the necessary means of improving calculated spectral intensities by several percent.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5135931., s

I. INTRODUCTION

The ability of atmospheric science missions to accurately detect
trace amounts of molecules in our atmosphere is placing signifi-
cant demands on spectroscopy,1–5 both theoretical and experimen-
tal. For instance, spectrometers on board of satellites including
GOSAT6 and OCO-27 now aim to detect carbon dioxide in the
terrestrial atmosphere to an accuracy better than 0.3%. Achiev-
ing this precision requires all line parameters to be known to
very high accuracy. Atmospheric missions rely on the spectro-
scopic data in the high-resolution transmission molecular absorp-
tion (HITRAN) database,8 which typically combines experimental
and theoretical data in order to achieve both completeness and accu-
racy of reference line lists. Every four years, the HITRAN parame-
ters are being updated and extended to incorporate state of the art
data.

Modern experimental methods, especially those that employ
frequency combs (see, for instance, Refs. 9–11), can measure line
positions with errors on the order of 10−5 cm−1, if not smaller,
which is several orders of magnitude better than the accuracy that
can be achieved by calculations using the best semiempirical poten-
tial energy surfaces available.12–14 For example, for water vapor, the
most accurate potential energy surface available14 predicts energy

levels below 15 000 cm−1 with a standard deviation σ = 0.011 cm−1.
These high-accuracy semiempirical potentials are achieved via a pro-
cess known as refinement.15 When experimental data are available,
the parameters used in fitting the underlying electronic structure
calculations are adjusted to improve the agreement between theory
and the observed data. This procedure, when done correctly, allows
energy levels to be predicted to less than 0.03 cm−1; hence, the accu-
racy is no longer proportional to the level of theory considered for
the electronic structure calculations.13,14,16,17 However, when refine-
ment is not possible, then the level of theory becomes significantly
more important. Extrapolating calculated energies to the complete
basis set (CBS) is one such method that has been used with great suc-
cess. Second order corrections such as relativistic, adiabatic, nonadi-
abatic, quantum electrodynamics, and spin orbit coupling can also
become important.18–21

Cavity ring down spectroscopy can measure those transitions
that have very weak intensities with high accuracy.22 For well-
studied molecules including H2O and CO2, transition intensities
obtained from ab initio calculations and experiments are generally
in excellent agreement with deviation on the sub-one-percent scale
for many bands.23–25

For a given method, the basis set chosen for the elec-
tronic structure calculations largely determines the accuracy of
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an ab initio dipole calculation. The Dunning26–28 aug-cc-pCV6Z
basis set is the largest conventional basis set yet considered
for the calculation of a global dipole surface29,30 for a tri-
atomic system, in this case water. Each of these dipole calcula-
tions required almost two days worth of central processing unit
(CPU) time to compute;29,30 hence, for molecules with more elec-
trons, such as CO2, use of the aug-cc-pCV6Z basis is currently
unfeasible.

Even with the extensive computer resources used in the cre-
ation of accurate dipole moment surfaces (DMS’s) for water, over
100 years of CPU time in the case the CKAPTEN DMS,29 there
still remains issues with predicted infrared transition intensities. For
example, the ν1 fundamental has been shown to be very sensitive
to the choice of ab initio calculations25,29,31,32 and improvements
are needed. Computing dipoles with a larger basis set is one solu-
tion, although not feasible on a global scale. Similar problems persist
for other atmospherically important molecules such as CO2

33 and
ozone.34,35

This work aims to explore the use of complete basis set (CBS)
extrapolation in the computation of high-accuracy ab initio spec-
tral intensities both to give increased accuracy and to reduce the
computational cost.

II. METHOD
A. Calculations

We have computed over 16 000 aug-cc-pCV6Z26–28 finite-
field dipoles for water using the electronic structure program
MOLPRO.36 With these, we created a DMS for water vapor, named
CKAPTEN.29 Spectra computed with this CKAPTEN surface have
been shown to produce excellent transition intensities when com-
pared to both experiment and observation.37 From these 16 000 con-
figurations, we create a smaller subgrid with 2540 data points. The
points were chosen such that there is sufficient coverage of both
stretching and bending coordinates, which would provide accurate
transition intensities up to approximately 15 000 cm−1. For calculat-
ing reliable spectra in the ultraviolet, it is necessary to limit the use
of fitting parameters as done in CKAPTEN, which reduces the pos-
sibility of artificial oscillations occurring in highly energetic regions
of the dipole surface. In this work, we are not interested in such
energetic transitions and are not required to use a few parameter
fit nor to use 16 000 points to better constrain the fit. The stretch-
ing coordinates in this subgrid are in the range of 1.4 ao–4 ao, while
the angular selection lies between 30○ and 178○. With respect to
our equilibrium configuration of 1.8141 ao and 104.52○, our dataset
includes dipoles with energies up to 42 481 cm−1. The original 16 000
finite-field dipoles were computed at the multireference configura-
tion interaction (MRCI) level with the aug-cc-pCV6Z basis set, a
Davidson correction (+Q), and Douglass-Kroll-Hess-Hamiltonian
to order two (DKH2) and with an electric field strength of 5 ×10−5

a.u. We calculate finite-field dipoles on our subgrid of 2540 points
that use smaller basis sets, notably the aug-cc-pCV(Q,5)Z sets, while
still using the same formalism employed for the aug-cc-pCV6Z
dipoles. Calculations were all performed on Legion, Grace, and Myr-
iad systems at the University College London High Performance
Computing Facilities, and CPU times given below are for these
computers.

B. Extrapolation technique
We configure our water molecule such that the z-axis bisects

the angle HOH, with the x-axis in the HOH plane and perpendicular
to z. In the finite field approach, we apply a small electric field, λ, in
each of the directions: +x̂,−x̂, +ẑ, and−ẑ. The energy of the molecule
in each respective field will be termed Epx, Enx, Epz , and Enz . p and n
signify positively and negatively directed fields, respectively, while x
and z are the components. Each dipole component is calculated as

μx(z) =
(Epx(pz) − Enx(nz))

2λ
. (1)

We extrapolate the individual energies Epx, Enx, Epz , and Enz with a
standard expression38

Ex = Ecbs + be−x, (2)

where Ecbs and b are fitted parameters, while x represents the level
of theory. This will provide us with Ecbs

px , Ecbs
nx , Ecbs

pz , and Ecbs
nz . This

formula (2) has successfully been used in the past to extrapolate
ab initio energies for potential energy surfaces.13,21,39 Instead of one
single energy extrapolation to do, we have five: the zero-field calcu-
lation and one for each of our four dipole components within an
electric field.

We are interested in applying this technique to produce extrap-
olated dipoles, μcbsQ5

x(z) and μcbs56
x(z). We expect the μcbsQ5

x(z) dipoles to behave

as the aug-cc-pCV6Z dipoles and the μcbs56
x(z) dipoles to behave as

aug-cc-pCV7Z dipoles.
To create μcbsQ5

x(z) dipoles, we require EcbsQ5
px , EcbsQ5

nx , EcbsQ5
pz , and

EcbsQ5
nz , which represent the individually extrapolated energies. Like-

wise, to calculate μcbs56
x(z), we need Ecbs56

px , Ecbs56
nx , Ecbs56

pz , and Ecbs56
nz .

Combining these values, we can now calculate our extrapolated
dipoles,

μcbsx(z) =
(Ecbs

px(pz) − Ecbs
nx(nz))

2λ
. (3)

In total, we possess five sets of dipoles, one for each of the aug-
cc-pCV(Q,5,6)Z basis sets and then two sets of extrapolated sets,
CBSQ5 and CBS56.

C. Fitting
We fit each dipole set to a similar functional form used in the

creation of CKAPTEN,29

μz(r1, r2, θ) = (π − θ)∑
i,j,k

C(z)ijk ζ i1 ζ
j
2 ζ

k
3 , (4)

μx(r1, r2, θ) =∑
i,j,k

C(x)ijk ζ i1 ζ
j
2 ζ

k
3 , (5)

where ζ1 = (r1+r2)
2 − re, ζ2 = (r2 − r1), and ζ3 = θ/θe. To physically

model the dipole surface correctly, we have several conditions that
must be adhered to the following requirements:

(i) μz(r1, r2, θ = π) = 0,
(ii) μz(r1, r2, θ) = μz(r2, r1, θ), and

(iii) μx(r1, r2, θ) = −μx(r2, r1, θ).
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TABLE I. The weighted root-mean-square (rms) deviation of each fitted dipole
component for each surface (see text for details).

μz (a.u.) μx (a.u.)

Q-zeta 7.29× 10−5 1.10× 10−4

5-zeta 5.55× 10−5 9.95× 10−5

CBS(45) 8.59× 10−5 1.20× 10−4

6-zeta 5.35× 10−5 9.96× 10−5

CBS(56) 7.77× 10−5 1.10× 10−4

These requirements mean that only even (odd) powers of j are
used in the expression ζ j for the ẑ (x̂) components.

The dipoles in each set are weighted31,32 (wi) as a function of
their energy,

si = tanh(−0.006(Ei − 30 000) + 1.002 002 002)/2.002 002 002
wi = 25 000(si)/max(Ei, 25 000). (6)

To facilitate an equal comparison between the different levels of the-
ory, each dipole set must be fit to the same functional form, requiring
the same number of parameters in each fit. We fit the ẑ components
with 228 parameters and the x̂ with 163 parameters.

Table I shows the average root-mean-square deviation of the
dipole fitting procedure for each of the individual surfaces. For
the parallel ẑ component, each surface is fit to a root-mean-square
(rms) under 10−4 a.u., while for the perpendicular x̂ component,
each surface possesses an rms of approximately 1.1 × 10−4 a.u.
The perpendicular component is often the most difficult to fit and
carries a larger rms than the respective parallel component of the
dipole29,30

To compare the surfaces, we need to assess the resulting tran-
sition intensities. To do this, we require wavefunctions, which we
calculate from the potential energy surface of Mizus et al.14 This
PES, called PES15K, is valid for energies that fall below 15 000 cm−1,
which is sufficient for our study. For states falling below this thresh-
old, PES15K predicts energies to a rms of only 0.011 cm−1. Using
the DVR3D42 suite of programs, we calculate spectra for each of the

five dipole surfaces with Jmax = 6, νmax = 15 000 cm−1, Sif ≥ 10−30 cm
molecule−1, and T = 296 K.

III. RESULTS
Table II contains energies Epx, Enx, Epz , and Enz with the cor-

responding dipoles μx and μz obtained using basis sets aug-cc-
pCV(X=Q,5,6)Z on one molecular geometry: R1 = 1.7 ao, R2 = 1.98
ao, and θ = 163○. Attempts to extrapolate dipoles μz ,x for the
aug-cc-pCV(X = Q,5)Z basis sets with formula μx,z = μcbsx,z+be−x result
in failure. The best fit to these dipoles is a linear function with χ2 on
the order of 10−12, which is incorrect: energies can be extrapolated
to their complete basis set limit and dipoles growing linearly with
growth in basis set size cannot be extrapolated.

Many extrapolation schemes exist, and it is often suggested to
extrapolate the Hartree-Fock energy component separately from the
correlation contribution as they can converge at different rates.44

However, for the data in Table II, the rate of convergence of their
combined energy is described best by an exponential curve. Extrapo-
lating the components independently with different schemes should
not provide drastically different results on the dipoles; hence, we
estimate the fit uncertainty on the transition intensities to be on the
subpercent scale.

For the energy extrapolations, the fitted b variables are found
to be equal for extrapolating Epz and Enx energies and also for Epx
and Enz . The μz ,x dipoles for QZ, 5Z, and 6Z shown in Table II were
computed within the program MOLPRO using energies that were
converged to the tenth significant figure; hence, these dipoles are
accurate to the sixth significant figure (dividing by 2λ is equivalent to
multiplying by 10 000).The individual energies, Epx, Enx, Epz and Enz ,
were written out to only eight significant figures; hence, the extrapo-
lated dipoles that use these energies are instead accurate to the fourth
significant figure.

Table III shows eight selected molecular configurations and
presents the dipole values calculated for each of the five theoretical
methods with the average CPU time required per configuration. For
the extrapolated surfaces, we combine the CPU time for each of the
individual calculations required for the extrapolation to provide a
total time. The CBSQ5 dipoles deviate by less than 10−4 a.u. from
the CBS56, which was not expected, yet these CBSQ5 dipoles only

TABLE II. Calculated dipole moment and four energies Epx , Enx , Epz , and Enz with the molecular configuration consisting
of R1 = 1.7 ao, R2 = 1.98 ao, and θ = 163○ computed with basis sets aug-cc-pCV(X = Q,5,6)Z. The calculated dipoles carry
more precision than the energies shown here. QZ and 5Z energies are extrapolated with E = Ecbs + be−x , and the respective
CBSQ5 dipoles are calculated.

QZ 5Z 6Z CBSQ5 b

Epz −76.416 957 07 −76.425 045 17 −76.428 138 05 −76.429 752 26 0.698 593 47
Enz −76.416 979 09 −76.425 067 22 −76.428 160 13 −76.429 774 32 0.698 596 06

μz 0.220 221 0.220 487 0.220 746 0.220 675 . . .

Epx −76.416 975 14 −76.425 063 27 −76.428 156 17 −76.429 770 37 0.698 596 06
Enx −76.416 961 02 −76.425 049 12 −76.428 142 01 −76.429 756 20 0.698 593 47

μx −0.141 258 −0.141 482 −0.141 600 −0.141 675 . . .
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TABLE III. (Upper) Water dipoles, in a.u., for ab initio calculations with different basis sets/basis set extrapolations for a
range of molecular configurations. Energies (E) are given relative to the equilibrium geometry, point 1. The average CPU time
required to calculate a single point is also provided. (Lower) Average weighted calculated to measured intensity ratios for
selected vibrational bands. The experimental data are due to Birk et al.25,40,43 and Loos et al.41

No. R1 R2 θ E (cm−1) QZ 5Z CBSQ5 6Z CBS56

1 1.814 1 1.814 1 104.52 0 0.726 7 0.728 2 0.729 1 0.728 7 0.729 0
2 1.68 1.98 74.00 6 190.43 0.887 0 0.889 0 0.890 2 0.889 9 0.890 4
3 1.94 1.94 59.00 13 166.24 0.943 2 0.945 4 0.946 7 0.946 2 0.946 7
4 2.10 2.18 166.00 22 472.55 0.179 3 0.179 8 0.180 1 0.180 0 0.180 1
5 2.10 3.00 105.00 28 438.03 0.686 4 0.689 3 0.691 0 0.690 4 0.691 0
6 1.60 3.50 95.00 37 444.38 0.676 8 0.679 2 0.680 6 0.680 2 0.680 8
7 2.00 4.00 80.00 39 816.63 0.669 0 0.669 1 0.670 4 0.670 1 0.670 7
8 2.80 1.85 30.00 41 035.46 0.990 0 0.992 4 0.993 8 0.993 4 0.994 0

CPU TIME (s) 15 190 27 684 42 874 84 715 112 399

(ν1, ν2, ν3)′-(ν1, ν2, ν3)′′

(100)-(000) 8.42 4.74 1.99 2.83 1.48
(010)-(000) 0.67 0.95 1.16 1.11 1.23
(001)-(000) 2.44 1.53 0.98 0.89 0.52
(020)-(000) 2.17 1.32 0.70 0.73 0.44
(121)-(000) 1.25 1.71 1.78 0.80 0.62

require less than 50% of the CPU time to compute than the aug-
cc-CV6Z calculations. The marginal difference between the CBSQ5

and CBS56 dipoles highlights the correlation between these basis sets.
This marginal deviation also holds true for those dipoles computed
for geometries with a large proportion of stretch and/or bend (see
Table III), which means that the technique holds true for all regions
of the DMS. This result implies that highly accurate, global dipole
surfaces can now be calculated with lower levels of theory at a frac-
tion of the CPU cost, with marginal loss of precision. This should
prove to be important for molecules that are too large to compute
large grids of energies with an aug-cc-pCV6Z basis set.

In Table III, the CBS56 dipoles are consistently larger than
those calculated with the aug-cc-pCV6Z basis set and should be
of a comparable magnitude to those calculations expected with a
aug-cc-pCV7Z basis set, if the smooth exponential growth of the
dipole remains consistent. Obtaining these CBS56 dipoles will be
computationally expensive for all molecules, as calculations will be
required at both the aug-cc-pCV5Z and aug-cc-pCV6Z levels of
theory. This will be limited to the lighter molecules.

Birk et al.25 analyzed transition intensities of H2O in the
IR40,41,43 and found the most recent (at the time) ab initio line list to
deviate from the experimental observations41 in the ν1 fundamental

FIG. 1. Ratios of calculated ν1 transi-
tion intensities obtained from each dipole
moment surface against experimental
measurements of Birk et al.40 and Loos
et al.41 The error bars are experimental.
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FIG. 2. Ratios of intensities calcu-
lated using DMS from Table I to
the experimental measurements of Birk
et al.25,40,43 and Loos et al.,41 shown for
ν3,40,41 ν2,43 2ν2,41 and (121).25

by 3%–15%. This ab initio line list was calculated with the LTP2011S
DMS of Lodi et al.30 Despite this large residual, all other bands in
the 3000–4400 cm−1 region showed good agreement with experi-
ment, suggesting the presence of an issue in the theoretical model.
We recently calculated a new line list with the CKAPTEN DMS,
and there were a large number of improvements over the recent
POKAZATEL line list,17 particularly for those transitions with wave-
lengths below 1 μm (ω > 10 000 cm−1). The same conclusion was
made for the isotopologs. The POKAZATEL line list was computed
with a variation of the LTP2011 DMS dipole surface from Lodi
et al., termed LTP2011S, which utilized fewer parameters for
improved stability in highly energetic regions. However, our calcu-
lated intensities in the ν1 fundamental showed no signs of improve-
ment over POKAZATEL nor what was computed in 2011. Over
16 000 aug-cc-pCV6Z dipoles underlay this CKAPTEN surface;
hence, discrepancies in this band are not due to the number of points
fit nor is it a fitting issue as different functional forms were used for
each of these models. These line lists used rotation-vibration wave-
functions that were also calculated with a variety of potential energy

surfaces; thus, these are also not the source of the deviation, although
any energy dependence in the residuals will be due to the potential.

Figure 1 plots the ratios of our calculated transition intensi-
ties in ν1 to those measurements from Loos et al.41 As the level
of theory increases from QZ through to CBS56, the deviation in
the ν1 fundamental reduces from 2.83% with the 6Z DMS to only
1.48% with the new CBS56 DMS (see Table III). Indeed, the spec-
tral intensities calculated with the CBSQ5 DMS are closer to the
experimental values of Loos et al.41 than the aug-cc-pCV6Z calcu-
lations. This suggests that better results can potentially be obtained
by extrapolating the computationally less expensive calculations. To
verify that the extrapolation technique works on a global scale, we
need to also investigate other infrared bands measured by Loos
et al. and Birk et al.40,43 Ratios of transition intensities in ν3, ν2, and
2ν2 are presented in Fig. 2. In addition, Table III presents a gen-
eral overview of several other bands, which we do not present in our
figures.

For the ν3 and 2ν2 bands, shown in Fig. 2, the computed CBS56

spectrum is again closer to the experimental intensities than any of

FIG. 3. Ratios of intensities calculated
using the DMS from Table I to the exper-
imental measurements of Birk et al.40

and Loos et al.41 for ν2 transitions plotted
as a function of frequency.
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the other datasets. However, the ν2 ratios suggest that the analysis
of the experimental spectrum of Loos et al.41 differs from that of
Birk et al.40 In Fig. 3, we plot intensity ratios for ν2 transitions as a
function of frequency and separate the datasets. Birk analyzed the
spectrum with a speed-dependent Voigt profile, while Loos used a
quadratic speed dependent hard collision profile with Rosenkranz
line-mixing. Our results show that the choice of profile is very
important for high-accuracy intensity measurements.

For more energetic transitions, wavelengths shorter than 1 μm,
the CBS56 intensities show excellent agreement with the measure-
ments of Birk et al.25 (see Fig. 2). For the same band, the calculated
aug-cc-pCVQZ spectrum is closer to the experimental data than the
CBSQ5 and aug-cc-pCV5Z spectra, which is counterintuitive. We
also expect the CBSQ5 spectrum to be closer to experiment than the
aug-cc-pCV5Z spectrum, which is also not the case. The results indi-
cate there may be an underlying issue regarding the aug-cc-pCVQZ
dataset in this band.

IV. CONCLUSION
We compute ab initio dipoles with the MRCI procedure

embedded within the quantum chemistry package MOLPRO36 with
the aug-cc-pCV(X = Q,5,6)Z basis sets26–28,36 for water vapor. Using
these results, we similarly created extrapolated CBSQ5 and CBS56

dipoles, each obtained by extrapolating energies from the aug-
cc-pCVQZ and aug-cc-pCV5Z calculations and likewise from the
aug-cc-pCV5Z and aug-cc-pCV6Z levels of theory. The same func-
tional form was fit to these dipole sets to create five individual dipole
moment surfaces.

For a select number of global geometries studied, the extrap-
olated CBSQ5 and CBS56 dipoles are within 10−4 a.u. of each
other. This finding does reflect the correlation in the aug-cc-pCV
(X = Q,5,6) basis sets. The greatest achievement surrounds the com-
putational time required for calculating the CBSQ5 dipoles: they
require 50% less CPU time compared to the aug-cc-pCV6Z dipoles.

Using the potential energy surface of Mizus et al., known as
PES15K, which predicts energy levels below 15 000 cm−1 to a root
mean square of 0.011 cm−1, we create wavefunctions up to total
quantum number J = 6. With these, we calculate spectra for each
of the dipole surfaces with an upper threshold of 15 000 cm−1 and
where possible, we replace calculated energy levels with those in the
MARVEL database.

The transition intensities obtained from each dataset are com-
pared against the experimental measurements of Birk et al. and Loos
et al., which are both in the IR. Overall, the CBS56 DMS, despite
being fit with dipoles that are only accurate to the fourth signifi-
cant figure, resulting intensities exhibit the best agreement with the
measurements, and for several bands, the deviation is in the sub-
one-percent range. Also, comparing the CBS56 and aug-cc-pCV6Z
results indicates that it may be preferable, in cases, to consider using
the CBS56 dipoles over the aug-cc-pCV6Z dipoles.

For those strong transitions in the IR, calculated intensities
obtained using the CBSQ5 and CBS56 DMS’s suggest that the limit of
dipole precision required for obtaining subpercent accuracy against
high-quality experiments could be on the order of 10−4 a.u.

We show that the two point formula works very well for extrap-
olating dipoles, reducing the deviation from experimental measure-
ments by approximately one percent in certain bands, and thus, we

estimate that the application of a three-point formula for dipole
extrapolation could potentially improve the accuracy by another
0.5%.

Coupled-cluster methods are, in general, computationally less
expensive than MRCI but, nonetheless, provide accurate results for
energies and hence finite field dipoles for geometries close to equilib-
rium.45–47 The extrapolation technique is successful not because of
the underlying method of calculation, in this case MRCI, but because
of the nature of the aug-cc-pCV(X = Q,5,6)Z basis sets. We, there-
fore, expect the extrapolation technique to work for coupled-cluster
calculations, providing the calculations remain converged. Applying
this extrapolation technique to high-level coupled-cluster energies
may prove to be a cheaper alternative of obtaining mid-/lower-level
MRCI results.
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